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1 Introduction

In explanations of how linguistic structures are distributed in the world, the pendulum has swung back from an emphasis on universals, that has dominated the second half of the twentieth century, to a renewed emphasis on local developments and areal diffusion. This shift in emphasis started over twenty years ago, with Dryer (1989), who drew attention to large-scale diffusion as an important possible confounding factor in the statistics of universals and with Nichols (1992), who set out to test universals but instead discovered an intriguing set of large-scale areal patterns. The general shift has gained further impetus with Maslova (2000), who raised the possibility that the current distribution of linguistic structures does not so much reflect universal tendencies but rather accidental skewings during the early developments of language, including skewings due to areal diffusion. Dediu & Levinson (2013) even suggest that the current distribution might reveal signals from ancient contacts with now-extinct sister lineages (Neanderthals, Denisovans and perhaps other unknown lineages) in Eurasia and the Sahul area.

The shift in emphasis has considerably challenged prospects for the discovery of universals. It has become clear that the sheer frequency of some patterns in the world does not in itself suggest effects from a universal principle of language: a pattern can be dominant in frequency worldwide just because it spread around the world through historically contingent cases of areal diffusion. For example, the fact that non-verb-initial languages are far more frequent than verb-initial languages does not necessarily suggest that the former are preferred as a matter of principle (e.g. because of a processing principle). The observed frequency distribution could just as well reflect a multitude of far-reaching but accidental spreads in the distant path (e.g. expansion of verb-final structure in the Eurasian steppe, spread of verb-medial order in Southeast Asia in the wake of Tai migrations, spread of verb-medial order together with the Bantu expansion etc.).

But how can we assess and demonstrate such kinds of areal diffusion? The problems here are by no means smaller than the challenges facing research on universals. First, the repeated spread of some pattern might itself be driven by universal forces: if a structure is universally preferred by some principle (e.g. by processing ease), we would in fact expect it to diffuse in contact situations more easily than universally dispreferred structures. For example, there is growing evidence that simple morphology, e.g. in case marking, is favored by adult learners (Bentz & Winter, 2013, summarizing earlier work), and there is tentative evidence from Artificial Language Learning experiments that certain word order patterns are more easily acquired by adults than others (Culbertson et al., 2012). Findings like these imply that some patterns spread more easily in the wake of second language
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* I thanks Johanna Nichols and Ray Hickey for helpful comments on an earlier draft. All shortcomings are my own.
learning, i.e. in contact situations, than other patterns, possibly resulting in large-scale areal spreads.

A second problem is similar in kind to the possible fallacies when interpreting worldwide frequencies as universal preferences: if a pattern is more frequent in an area than outside it, this can be attributed to diffusion in contact only to the extent that we can be sure that the pattern did not arise many times independently because of some universal principle. For example, dependent marking on arguments (by case or adpositions) is known to occur with increased frequencies all-over Eurasia, with only few exceptions in Southeast Asia (Bickel & Nichols, 2009). This does not by itself establish that dependent marking spread in this area: it is equally possible that dependent marking is favored in the area independently in each family. This could be caused by the fact that dependent marking here is mostly embedded in verb-final sentence structures. These structures are expected to favor dependent marking universally (Greenberg, 1963; Nichols, 1992; Siewierska, 1996) because this kind of marking makes sentence processing (Hawkins, 2004) and/or meaning transmission more efficient (Gibson et al. 2013; Hall et al. 2013).

Obviously, none of these problems can be solved by keeping the pendulum of emphasis active, sometimes attributing frequency patterns to areal diffusion, sometimes to universal trends. What is needed instead is an approach that focuses on the interaction between area formation and universals, seeking to identify the extents to which the two explain how linguistic structures are distributed in the world. This chapter discusses some possible ways of making progress in this question, drawing mostly on the theoretical framework of Distributional Typology (Bickel, 2015).

In the following, I begin the discussion by exploring the kinds of processes that lead to area formation and universal patterns (Section 2). This leads me to suggest ways of distinguishing the statistical footprint of the relevant processes (Section 3). Section 4 illustrates the methods via recent case studies, and Section 5 concludes the chapter.

## 2 Functional and event-based triggers of language change

As already noted, one of the key challenges in understanding areal patterns is that they need not result from historical contingencies but can just as well reflect universally preferred patterns of diffusion. The traditional opposition between areas and universals fails to capture the underlying processes and causes here.

As an alternative conceptual opposition, genetics offers the contrast between ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ transfer, but these notions do not help much either: linguistic diffusion is always a vertical, diachronic process (Croft et al., 2011). When we say that a structure (say, verb-final order) has spread in an area, what is meant is that the languages in this area changed their structure so as to mirror the structure of their neighbors, or that they selectively kept structures that mirror those of their neighbors. Such processes can easily take several generations until their results stabilize in a community, and as Johanson (1992) has emphasized some time ago, these processes are fundamentally based on copying and imitating (calquing). Horizontal transfer in genetics, by contrast, involves the direct transfer of concrete
genetic material across synchronically co-existing individuals (as is common in bacteria).\footnote{Lexical borrowing would seem more similar to horizontal transfer than structural copying, but even lexical borrowing does not involve the direct transfer of Saussurian signs. Rather, the recipient language imitates a foreign word, using its own phonology, and so the process is more similar to the creation of a new word, inspired by a foreign model, but firmly under the constraints of the native sound inventory.}

Given these conceptual problems, it is advisable to replace the traditional opposition between areas and universals by one that is grounded in the causes and conditions of distributional patterns. Approached from this perspective, the main contrast turns out to be between functional and event-based triggers (inducers) of language change.

Functional triggers are grounded in the biological/cognitive or social/communicative conditions of language, such as specific processing preferences (e.g. Hawkins, 2004; Christiansen & Chater, 2008) or specific sociolinguistic constellations (e.g. Trudgill, 2011; Lupyan & Dale, 2010) that systematically bias the way linguistic structures evolve. The defining property of functional triggers is that they affect transition probabilities universally, independent of concrete historical events. For example, if it is true that processing principles cause verb-final word order to associate with dependent marking, we expect this to cause a higher probability of languages changing towards than away from this association, and this transition probability is the same in any language, at any time.

But note that such kinds of universally fixed transition probabilities do not always result in universally wide-spread patterns: a functional trigger may be tied to a biological or social condition that has itself a limited distribution in the world. Possible such cases are discussed by Dediu & Ladd (2007) for genetic and Everett et al. (2015) for environmental bases of phonological tone, and by Evans (2003) for specific social structures as favoring specific grammars and lexicalizations in kinship expressions (known as ‘kintax’). To the extent that the underlying functional trigger is indeed real, the probabilities for developing and maintaining the relevant structures (tone, kintax) are universally fixed even if they cannot yield the same results all over the world because the conditions do not obtain everywhere. When the conditions are met, however, functional triggers are expected to yield systematic, replicated patterns. Therefore, such triggers can also be called principles.

The expected systematicity of effects also entails that a functionally preferred structure can easily spread when languages are in contact, leading to area formation: if a certain structure, or a certain association between structures, is preferred by processing mechanisms or a certain sociolinguistic setting, there is every reason to expect that when speakers can select between variants in multilingual settings, they select the variant that complies with the preferred structure or the preferred association of structures.

Event-based triggers are tied to single historical events, leading to idiosyncratic, once-off changes. A classical example is the RUKI rule of Indo-European which retracted *s after *r,*u,*k, and *i at some point in the history of the family. Event-based triggers are especially prominent in language contact situations, when a
structure is copied not because it has a universally high probability of developing, but out of mere fashion. For example, relative pronouns and ‘have’-based perfect tenses appear to have a very low probability of developing, as suggested by their extremely rare occurrence (cf. Comrie & Kuteva, 2013 and Dahl & Velupillai, 2013, respectively). As far as we know, the structures do not seem to be particularly preferred by either processing or social conditions of language use. However, where they occur, they appear to have spread in the wake of intensive language contact events, viz. in Europe during the transition period between antiquity and the middle ages (Haspelmath, 1998; Heine & Kuteva, 2006). Another example is the finding by Bickel et al. (2014) that differential object and differential subject marking are strongly dispreferred worldwide, but spread widely (to different extents) in two hotbeds, once in Southwestern Eurasia and once in Australia.

In these cases, event-based area formation rests mostly on the preferred development (grammaticalization) of a structure. But like in other diachronic processes, the key effect can also be the preferred maintenance, rather than innovation, of a structure. Examples of this are ergative case alignment or pronominal gender. These structures have been observed to rarely emerge, but when they do emerge, they tend to persist in areal clusters (cf. Nichols, 1993 and Bornkessel-Schlesewsky et al., 2008 on ergativity; Nichols, 1992 and Bickel, 2013 on gender).

What these examples suggest is that both functional and event-based triggers can lead to area formation. However, because functional triggers come with universally fixed transition probabilities, they can be expected to leave a different statistical footprint in the typological record than event-based triggers. Specifically, functional triggers can be expected to leave the same footprint across geographical regions. Event-based triggers, by contrast, are tied to specific historical contingencies, and so they are expected to leave signals only in single regions.

Quantification of this contrast is challenging because the relevant regions are often unknown. Since Dryer (1989) and Nichols (1992), typologists usually operate with a pre-defined set of regions (e.g. Africa, Eurasia, New-Guinea/Australia and the Americas, or more fine-grained distinctions). Functional triggers are then expected to leave the same statistical signal across all these regions while event-based triggers are expected to leave statistically different signals in each region. This is the basic state-of-the-art model in which we can test the effects of functional vs. event-based triggers, and I will discuss the relevant methods for this model and case study applications below. Before getting there, however, I wish to elaborate a bit further the challenges posed by the definition of regions.

Humans, linguists among them, are good at detecting spatial patterns. Browsing the World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS, Dryer & Haspelmath, 2013), for example, one can easily discern dozens of potentially interesting clusterings in space. What is not so easy is to tease apart genuine from spurious clusters. Statistical methods are only of limited help here because a statistical correlation can of course itself be spurious (as was recently highlighted for typological data by Roberts & Winters, 2013). What is needed is robust causal theories that motivate specific scenarios of event-based triggers and the distributional patterns that can be predicted from these scenarios, i.e. what are called Predictive Areality Theories by Bickel & Nichols (2006). The key idea of Predictive Areality Theories is that areal patterns are predicted by what is known from social/cultural history and
archaeology, from language spreads and contact events, and from migration patterns as revealed for example through population genetics. An example is the Predictive Areality Theory of the Eurasian area which has good support in both the historical record of ancient migrations and language spreads and the population genetic record. Together, these records suggest multiple waves of intensive language contact events over at least the past 14'000 - 19'000 years (for a summary of the historical record, see Nichols, 1998, and for the genetic record, Rootsi et al., 2007).  

3 Methods

The discussion so far suggests that the relative impact of functional and event-based triggers can be best evaluated through statistical modeling, following the well-established framework of Generalized Linear Models (cf. Baayen, 2008 and Johnson, 2008 for linguistically-oriented introductions): the distribution of some structure (say a specific word order) is predicted by the interaction of the conditions that are caused by the assumed triggers, for example, conditions of area formation that are caused by specific historical contact events (e.g. Eurasia) and conditions of universal preferences that are caused by functional triggers (e.g. verb-final clause structures favoring certain argument-marking patterns, or social organization types favoring certain ‘kintax’ patterns).

There are various ways of implementing such models, and there is no consensus yet which implementation is most suitable. The literature includes logistic (Sinnemäki, 2010) as well as log-linear (Poisson) models (Cysouw, 2010a; Bickel, 2011), and some authors model areas as random factors (Cysouw, 2010a; Jaeger et al., 2011), others as fixed factors (Bickel et al., 2009; Sinnemäki, 2010). In practice, these choices often have relatively little impact on results. Still, we clearly need more ‘meta-typological’ research of the kind presented in Maslova (2008) and Cysouw (2010b) to resolve the underlying issues.

What is far more pressing, however, is the question of how one can in fact assess whether a hypothesized diachronic process – functional or event-based, alone or through interaction – leaves a signal in the typological record. Synchronic frequency counts can be deceptive because we cannot assume that the distributions of our samples have reached what is known as stationarity (Maslova, 2000; Cysouw, 2011; Dediu & Cysouw, 2013). Stationarity means that when individual languages change types, this is compensated for by other changes elsewhere in the population of languages so that the total frequencies of types remain the same. If this is the case, synchronic frequencies provide a direct and reliable estimate of transition probabilities. But such a situation cannot be assumed a priori for typological data, especially since event-based triggers do not lead to universally fixed and constant transition probabilities (Maslova, 2000). Further, empirical studies on large families have shown that synchronic frequency distributions can indeed sometimes differ markedly from the frequencies that one would expect under stationarity (see for example Cysouw, 2011 for a demonstration of this with regard to word order and adposition patterns in Austronesian).

In response to these challenges, current approaches have moved away from interpreting raw synchronic frequency patterns and now aim at estimating trends in transition probabilities within individual families (from which in turn one can
calculate the expected stationary distribution for each family). There is a number of proposals that are currently being explored, but they all share the basic insight that differences and trends in transition probabilities can be estimated from languages that belong to the same family. If we know that some languages belong to the same family (because the family has been demonstrated using the Comparative Method), we know that the properties of these languages have developed through a chain of innovation and retention from a single proto-language (corresponding to what is known as a Markov chain in mathematics). The challenge then is to estimate the development of this chain. Some methods rely on pairs of languages that belong to the same family each, sampled at the same time depth (Maslova, 2004; Maslova & Nikitina, 2007; Dediu & Cysouw, 2013), others rely on exhaustive samples of languages in each family, at variable time depths (Bickel, 2011, 2013), and still others on estimated or reconstructed tree topologies, of variable size and time depth (Dunn et al., 2011; Dediu & Levinson, 2012).

Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. Pair-wise methods make the problematic assumption that within an assumed time depth, there was at most one change and no reticulation (Dediu & Cysouw, 2013), but they have the advantage that one needs to sample only two languages per family. Exhaustive-sample methods require more data. This is a seeming disadvantage, but it has the advantage that the method can pick up more signals. Tree-based methods have the highest resolution, but they limit historical models to trees and exclude the possibility of wave and linkage models although such models are often plausible, especially from the point of view of areal diffusion processes (François 2014). Another requirement of tree-based methods is estimates of branch lengths, as these provide the relevant time intervals within which rates of change are calculated. This can be problematic when, as is usually done, branch length estimates are gained from lexical data (cognate replacements), for lexical change is not necessarily a good calibration stick for structural change. After all, lexical stems can be conservative while syntax may at the same time change rapidly, as one would precisely expect in fact for substrate effects (Thomason & Kaufman, 1988).

A key problem faced by all methods is that they require samples from within families. Yet about half of the known families on our planet are represented in available databases by only a single member (either because no other members are known at all or because no relevant data are available). For testing theories with universal scope or large-scale area effects, data from these single-member families can be absolutely critical. The only proposal so far that attempts to solve this problem is based on an extrapolation algorithm (Bickel, 2013).

The basic strategy is to first perform estimates on diachronic biases (differences in transition probabilities) within larger families, using one of the methods mentioned above. This results in an overall estimate on the probability for a family to show a diachronic bias (i.e. a significant difference in estimated transition probabilities) vs. being diverse (with no significant difference in the direction of
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2 Software implementation is available and documented for all methods. Maslova’s pair-wise method is available via Dediu & Cysouw (2013); my own exhaustive-sample-based familybias method via Bickel (2013). Tree-based methods rely on software developed for genetics, such as BayesTraits (Pagel & Meade, 2013), MrBayes (Ronquist & Huelsenbeck, 2003) or geiger (Harmon et al., 2008).
estimated transition probabilities). For the typological variable of Agent-Before-Patient vs. Patient-Before-Agent order, for example, there is a .69 probability for families to show a bias (in one of the two possible directions) and a .31 probability to be diverse (Bickel, 2013). Extrapolation then proceeds by randomly selecting 69% of the small families (with between one and, say, four languages) and declaring them as stemming from an unknown larger family with a bias. The actual value of the bias is read off the data (e.g. if Basque happens to be picked up as belonging to an unknown biased family, it would be taken to reflect a bias towards Agent-Before-Patient order, since this is the pattern shown by Basque). Allowing for statistical deviates (the sole known survivor of a family may be the odd one out, having undergone atypical development) and re-sampling the extrapolations in order to assess error margins, the algorithm then yields estimates on how many families are likely to have been biased vs. not biased diachronically, and when they are estimated to have been biased, how many families have been biased in which direction.

Another important challenge for all methods is that the statistical signals of diachronic biases is often very weak: functional principles and historical contact events can only ever trigger possible diachronies, but they do not themselves guarantee the emergence of actual developments: the actualization of a possible diachrony is entirely a matter of social propagation within a speech community. This process is fraught with multiple confounds of competing factors, ranging from competing functional principles and competing contact events to matters of social prestige and language ideology in a given community. As a result of this, it often takes many functionally-driven or event-based processes in individuals before the result of this can be detected in the diachronic biases of a language family.

4 Areal signals of Eurasia, hidden behind universals

A number of recent studies have re-assessed the evidence for functional principles that have been hypothesized to underlie statistical universals in the literature. While controlling for areal patterns, some of these studies have revealed evidence for event-based triggers of change that have affected distributions in addition to, but independently of, the relevant functional principles. These studies are interesting for the purposes of the present chapter because they suggest that evidence for event-based area formation can come from universals research. I focus here on two recent case studies that concern the Eurasian area.3

Performing log-linear analyses on diachronic biases, Bickel (2015) reports that families within Eurasia are significantly more likely to be biased towards developing and maintaining dependent marking on arguments (specifically, towards formal distinctions between agent and patient noun-phrases of two-argument clauses) than families outside Eurasia. This difference is independent of the equally
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3 See Sinnemäki (2010) for a case study showing evidence for Southeast Asia and for what Güldemann (2008) calls the ‘Macro-Sudan Belt’ in Africa, while testing a functional theory relating zero-marking and SVO order.
significant effect that leads verb-final families or sub-families\textsuperscript{4} to biases towards dependent marking. In other words, the event-based diachrony that favors the emergence and maintenance of dependent marking in Eurasia is statistically independent of the functional principles that makes verb-final structures easier to process and/or transmit in communication if there is dependent marking than if there is no such marking (Hawkins, 2004; Hall et al., 2013; Gibson et al., 2013).

An earlier study (Bickel, 2011) looked at the Greenbergian correlation between the order of dependent noun phrases with respect to the head noun (left-branching [[NP] N] vs. right-branching [N [NP]]) and the order of patient noun phrases with respect to the verb (left-branching [[NP] V] vs. right-branching [V [NP]]), relying on Dryer’s data in WALS (Dryer, 2005a, 2005b). The study controlled for various continent-sized areal patterns. However, since left-branching NPs are particularly frequent in the core of Eurasia (Masica’s (2001) ‘Indo-Turanian’ area), it is possible that any areal effect on NP order is specifically caused by the difference between diachronic biases within vs. outside Eurasia. The Eurasian peripheries in Europe and Southeast Asia tend to show deviating NP orders (e.g. right-branching dependent NPs in French and Thai, respectively), but as argued in Bickel (2015) for other parts of grammar, deviating patterns like these may represent younger developments than those that shaped the Eurasian area as a whole. Incipient evidence for this possibility comes from the fact that left-branching NPs are attested even in the peripheries, sometimes as the dominant structure (Basque in Europe, Karen in Southeast Asia) and sometimes as an alternative pattern (English left-branching John’s house vs. right-branching the house of John).

Based on these considerations, I estimated family biases in NP orders and performed a log-linear analysis of the association of these biases with VP order and the location within vs. outside Eurasia. The results are reported in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>VP order</th>
<th>Biased families</th>
<th>Ratio of biases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No bias [[NP] N]</td>
<td>[N [NP]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside Eurasia</td>
<td>[V [NP]]</td>
<td>3.67 7.93</td>
<td>14.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[[NP] V]</td>
<td>6.86 45.30</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside Eurasia</td>
<td>[V [NP]]</td>
<td>10.61 36.92</td>
<td>66.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[[NP] V]</td>
<td>37.76 97.42</td>
<td>8.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Estimated diachronic biases of NP order in families with right-branching vs. left-branching VPs inside vs. outside Eurasia (data from Dryer 2005a, 2005b; estimation method from Bickel 2013 with extrapolation to isolates and small families).

The statistical analysis suggests that both area and VP order are significant and at the same time independent of each other.\textsuperscript{5} This means that the family biases are

\textsuperscript{4} When families are split with regard to word order, as is the case for Indo-European or Sino-Tibetan, the study estimated biases within homogenous subgroups of the family. See the original study for details, and Bickel (2013) for theoretical justification.

\textsuperscript{5} This can be tested using a likelihood ratio test to compare models with vs. without the relevant interaction between variables: AREA × NP ORDER BIAS $\chi^2=4.96, p=.03$; VP
best modeled by effects both from functional principles preferring harmony in branching direction and an event-based process that increases the number of families that are diachronically biased towards left-branching NPs in Eurasia. This can also be seen directly in the differences between the ratio of left-branching vs. right-branching families in the last column of Table 1. Inside Eurasia, families biased towards left-branching NPs outrank families biased towards right-branching NPs by a factor of almost 54. Outside Eurasia this factor is only about 11. No comparable difference can be observed with biases in right-branching NPs. This confirms the hypothesis that the Eurasian spreads specifically targeted left-branching NPs – not as a structure with a universal preference but as something that happened to be locally attractive for copying, a mere fashion.

The two case studies reported here show that critical evidence for event-based area formation can sometimes come from research on universal correlations. In both case studies, a hypothesized functional principle is confirmed by looking at estimates of diachronic biases in families. But the functional principles alone fail to explain the distribution sufficiently. In addition, there is evidence that event-based triggers of language change also significantly contributed to the observed spatial distribution.

5 Conclusions

Research on areas and research on universals have long been considered as irreconcilable opposites. The studies surveyed in this chapter have shown that both strands of research require each other. Research on areas is needed in order to control for alternative explanations when studying universals. Conversely, research on universals sometimes provides critical evidence for areal developments in particular regions. Progress in each domain requires a deeper and better understanding of the relevant trigger that causes the observed distributions: in-depth research on the cognitive/biological and social/communicative principles that favor the development and maintenance of specific structures, and at the same time, in-depth research on the historical and population-genetic events that intensified language contact during specific periods in specific regions.

Good causal theories in these domains make clear predictions on likely or less likely pathways of diachronic development. We have now a range of estimation techniques and databases at our disposal that make it possible to test these predictions. Good theories bring with them higher resolution in their predictions and modern estimation techniques require dense samples. This means that for all the methodological and theoretical progress that has been made on the question of areas and universals, the most urgent task remains the empirical groundwork of

ORDER × NP ORDER BIAS \( \chi^2=112.2, p<.001 \). The three-way interaction is not significant \( \chi^2=1.79, p=.18 \), suggesting independence of the area and VP order effects. Family biases in NP order were estimated using the familybias function that is made available at https://github.com/IVS-UZH/familybias for use in R (R Development Core Team, 2013), with default parameter settings. When families are split in VP order, biases are estimated within non-split subgroups, just like in the other case study (see the previous note).
analyzing ever-larger arrays of languages across the world and making these analyses available in databases.
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